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Abstract 

The release of ChatGPT has really set new standards for what an artificial intelli-

gence chatbot should be. It has even shown its potential in answering university-

level exam questions from different subjects. This research is focused on evaluating 

its capabilities in programming subjects. To achieve this, coding questions taken 

from software engineering exams were posed to the AI (N = 23) through an experi-

ment. Then, statistical analysis was done to find out how good of a student ChatGPT 

is by analyzing its answer’s correctness, degree of completion, diversity of response, 

speed of response, extraneity, number of errors, length of response and confidence 

levels. GPT-3.5 is the version analyzed. 

The experiment was done using questions from three different programming sub-

jects. Afterwards, results showed a 93% rate of correct answer generation, demon-

strating its competence. However, it was found that the AI occasionally produces 

unnecessary lines of code that were not asked for and thus treated as extraneity. The 

confidence levels given by ChatGPT, which were always high, also didn't always 

align with response quality which showed the subjectiveness of the AI’s self-assess-

ment. Answer diversity was also a concern, where most answers were repeatedly 

written nearly the same way. Moreover, when there was diversity in the answers, it 

also caused much more extraneous code. 

If ChatGPT was to be blind tested for a software engineering exam containing a 

good number of coding questions, unnecessary lines of code and comments could be 

what gives it away as being an AI. 

Nonetheless, ChatGPT was found to have great potential as a learning tool. It can 

offer explanations, debugging help, and coding guidance just as any other tool or 

person could. It is not perfect though, so it should be used with caution. 

 

Keywords: ChatGPT, Chatbot, OpenAI, Large Language Models, Natural Lan-

guage Processing.
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1 Introduction 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) has been a subject of interest ever since computer tech-

nology started making its appearance, but mostly in the 1950s surrounding Alan Tu-

ring’s work and the Turing test that is used to determine if a computer is intelligent 

[1]. However, the formal recognition of AI as a distinct field dates back to 1956 

which is when a conference about it was first introduced [1]. It then started becom-

ing well-known all over the world when the AI Deep Blue from IBM managed to 

beat the current chess world champion in 1996 [1].  

In recent years, especially after 2016, there has been a significant increase in the use 

of chatbots in many domains such as customer service, healthcare, education, busi-

ness, entertainment, and robotics [2]. Chatbots are artificial intelligence-based con-

versational interfaces or human-computer Interaction (HCI) models that have the 

ability to communicate with humans (or other chatbots) using natural language pro-

cessing (NLP) [2]. Artificial conversation entities like digital assistants or interactive 

agents can also be categorized as chatbots [2]. Over time, these bots even began to 

be able to respond emotionally to its users thanks to the evolution of machine learn-

ing and sentiment analysis [2]. 

Nowadays, chatbots and AI assistants like OpenAI’s ChatGPT, Google Bard, 

GitHub Copilot, Microsoft new Bing, Amazon CodeWhisperer, and many more can 

even help programmers by generating code for them. This can be of legitimate use 

for students in programming courses but could also be cause for concern. AI assis-

tants should not be treated as a replacement for programmers because they are still 

prone to failures [3].  

The issue this paper is investigating is that such powerful AI tools could be misused 

or overused in domains like computer science and academia in the future. Steps 

must be taken so that these chatbots do not hinder students’ education. In any case, 

this recent technology needs to be adequately researched and understood for our 

own benefit. 

1.1 Objective  

This thesis aims to analyze the programming capabilities of a specific chatbot: 

OpenAI’s ChatGPT. An experiment is conducted on how well it can answer coding 

questions taken from computer engineering exams where actual code must be writ-

ten. Variables like completeness, correctness, errors, confidence, speed, diversity, 

and more are measured. The variables are described in more detail in the method 

section of this paper. The experiment is done for GPT version 3.5. At the same 

time, an attempt to identify ChatGPT’s common practices and failures is done. This 
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research is hoped to help expand general knowledge about coding chatbots in spe-

cific areas like education. 

1.2 Research question 

In this section, the research questions (RQ) that this paper intends to address can be 

found. 

RQ1: How good is ChatGPT at answering programming questions taken from com-

puter engineering exams? 

RQ2: When answering coding questions, what are common practices of ChatGPT? 

What is it doing that differs from what a human would do? 

1.3 Delimitations 

This research project spans over a duration of 50 working days. Only OpenAI’s 

ChatGPT is used for experimentation. Programming questions taken from past ex-

ams at the University of Gävle and which need actual code as an answer are analyzed 

exclusively to narrow down the research strictly to ChatGPT’s coding capabilities. 

So, no true/false or multiple-choice questions are tested currently. This is because 

ChatGPT is in a category of new chatbots that are supposedly especially good at pro-

gramming, so it is worth testing. 
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2 Theoretic Framework 

2.1 ChatGPT 

ChatGPT is a natural language processing system in the Large Language Model fam-

ily because it is trained with billions of parameters. It is developed by OpenAI with 

the purpose of being able to generate human-like text in a real-time chat-type envi-

ronment [4]. It was released to the public on November 30, 2022 [5]. It is based on 

the Generative Pre-Training model (GPT) which is able to create coherent text that 

is grammatically and contextually correct [6]. ChatGPT is being used in many differ-

ent kinds of applications like in customer service or educational chatbots and in digi-

tal personal assistants [4]. In general, since its creation, this chatbot has been very in-

teresting, motivating, and helpful in work or educational situations with its human-

like AI responses and explanations [6]. 

In terms of coding capabilities ChatGPT can assist by doing code completion, cor-

rection, prediction, error fixing, optimization, documentation generation, text-to-

code generation, and technical query answering. It also provides explanations, ex-

amples, and guidance which makes it a very good assistant [7]. 

OpenAI’s chatbot is showing a lot of promise, but it also has its own limitations or 

concerns. For example, it sometimes makes up statements, sources, and provides 

false information without showing any degree of doubt about it [4]. Its responses, 

even the ones not made up, are also not always completely accurate so they should 

always be taken with some degree of skepticism [6]. 

2.1.1 GPT-3.5 

When OpenAI released ChatGPT they decided to power it using their GPT-3.5 se-

ries [8]. This version is an improvement over GPT-3 in the sense that it can better 

generate natural language and can also generate code [5]. There are many available 

subversions of GPT-3.5 with different capabilities and cost effectiveness. For exam-

ple, “gpt-3.5-turbo” is OpenAI’s most capable and cost-effective model in the GPT-

3.5 family. Its “text-davinci-003” version has better quality, reliability, output 

length and consistency, but at ten times the cost. An other subversion would be 

“code-davinci-002” which is optimized for programming [5]. 

2.1.2 GPT-4 

This version, released on March 14, 2023, is still in limited beta, but it is an im-

provement over all GPT-3.5 versions as it can solve difficult problems with better 

accuracy since it was trained with more data and has advanced reasoning capabilities 

[5]. In GPT-4, the model used became multimodal which means that it can accept 

both text inputs and image inputs [5]. 
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2.2 Comparison of GPT-3.5 vs GPT-4 

The model size used for training ChatGPT is nearly 1000 times bigger in the GPT-4 

version with 170 Trillion parameters compared to 175 Billion in GPT-3.5 [9]. 

The modality of inputs is also improved in the version 4 since it can accept both text 

and image inputs compared to version 3.5 which accepts only text [9]. 

The context length, which is the number of tokens or words used to generate re-

sponses is also much bigger in GPT-4. It has increased from 2048 words in version 

3.5 to both 8192 or 32768 in version 4 (either can be selected) [9]. 

Compared to its predecessor GPT-4 is much more capable as a natural language pro-

cessor which means it can generate more accurate and relevant responses. However, 

since it is much larger in scale, it also requires more processing and computing re-

sources in addition to taking longer to generate text [9]. 

2.3 ChatGPT in Academia 

Since ChatGPT has be proven to be able to write introductions and abstracts of sci-

entific articles [10], some papers have already listed ChatGPT as a co-author [11]. A 

lot of controversy was stirred up surrounding this and this is why, for example, “Sci-

ence” completely banned the usage of text generated by Large Language Models 

(LLM) in all of its journals [12]. Similarly, the New York City Department of Edu-

cation also blocked access to ChatGPT in December 2022 then follow up with a ban 

in January 2023 [13]. 

On a different note, ChatGPT has also been found to be very useful in daily work. 

For example, mathematician Terence Tao stated: “I am finding that while these AI 

tools do not directly assist me in core tasks such as trying to attack an unsolved 

mathematical problem, they are quite useful for a wide variety of peripheral (but 

still work-related) tasks (though often with some manual tweaking afterwards)” 

[14]. 

This chat AI has also already been blind-tested on graduate-level exams at the Uni-

versity of Minnesota with grades comparable to a C+ student and at the University 

of Pennsylvania with grades around B and B- [15]. Psychologist Eka Roivainen made 

ChatGPT take a partial IQ test and estimated that its Verbal IQ was 155, which sets 

it in the top 0.1% of test-takers [16]. 

2.4 Other Coding AI Assistants and LLMs 

There are many more AI assistants made for helping programmers and chatbots with 

coding capabilities. Examples are GitHub Copilot, Amazon CodeWhisperer, Google 

Bard, the new Microsoft Bing, and more. There are also other LLMs like Meta’s 
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LLaMA that could be used to create new coding AIs. Those options could be subject 

to research in future work, but right now most of them are very new or still in pre-

view. 

2.4.1 GitHub Copilot 

Copilot is like an AI pair programmer that gives autocomplete-style suggestions 

while coding. It works as an extension or plugin in many IDEs like Visual Studio’s or 

JetBrains’ suites. It uses OpenAI Codex (GPT-3) which is kind of an old chatbot 

version and a paid subscription style [17], but GitHub has recently announced Copi-

lot X which will be using GPT-4 [18]. 

2.4.2 Amazon CodeWhisperer 

CodeWhisperer is an AI coding companion like GitHub Copilot. It can generate 

code, snippets, suggestions, and more. It also has the ability to run security scans on 

code to find vulnerabilities [19]. It is used as an extension inside IDEs like VS Code, 

IntelliJ IDEA, AWS Cloud9, and a few more. It has a free and a paid subscription 

option [19]. 

2.4.3 Google Bard 

Bard is a conversational AI just like ChatGPT that can also help programmers by 

generating code. A preview was released in March 2023, but only to some develop-

ers in the United-States. It is using a different language model called LaMDA, which 

is built by Google [20]. 

2.4.4 Microsoft Bing 

Microsoft released a new version of Bing in May 2023 which now has AI and chatbot 

capabilities precisely like ChatGPT or Bard. The new Bing chat is built by combining 

OpenAI’s GPT-4 and Microsoft’s immense search index to create results that are 

current, cited and conversational [21]. 

2.4.5 Meta LLaMA 

LLaMA, which is an acronym for “Large Language Model Meta AI”, is an LLM re-

leased as open science in February 2024 and trained on a smaller scale for research 

community use that don’t have access to large amounts of infrastructure [22]. It is 

available in different sizes (7B, 13B, 33B, and 65B parameters) [22]. It is not a chat-

bot, but simply a usable trained model similar to GPT and LaMDA. 

2.5 ChatGPT answering LeetCode Questions 

In 2023, a group of scientists tested ChatGPT’s capabilities on answering LeetCode 

questions. LeetCode is a platform to help programmers enhance their skills, expand 
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their knowledge and prepare for technical interviews [23]. They tested easy, me-

dium, and hard questions and found that it was able to do easy questions without any 

problem at all, both for questions from before and after 2021 [24]. They explained 

that ChatGPT was trained only with data up to the year 2021, so a difference in ca-

pabilities was found, but it was quite small in terms of easy questions [24]. When 

testing medium and harder questions though, ChatGPT was mostly unable to an-

swer them [24]. 

2.6 Research Gap 

No previous papers on the testing of ChatGPT’s programming capabilities concern-

ing the taking of bachelor-level exams were found so, considering its rising popular-

ity, it could be valuable to know what results this thesis can provide. 
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3 Method 

The method used to conduct this research consists of analyzing ChatGPT’s program-

ming capabilities through a series of experiments and observations. This is done by 

having the AI answer questions from exams of previous years which require code 

writing. Each answer is tested and ran using an IDE. Sometimes a base program is 

created by me if needed. This testing process is simple, so no specific IDE, libraries, 

or dependencies are necessary.   

The data for this thesis, whether it is from experiments or observations, is quantified 

using the variables defined in Table 1 below after being gathered. It is then analyzed 

using statistical methods with the help of Minitab to attempt to identify trends and 

relationships between said variables. A variety of methods were used due to the ex-

ploratory nature of this research, but only significant or interesting results are pre-

sented in the result chapter of this thesis. 

The gathered data will also help identify common mistakes and behaviors. This will 

be useful for “getting to know” ChatGPT; Learning how it usually works. 

Table 1 Measured variables 

 

Completeness represents the level of completion of an answer. When ChatGPT 

doesn’t code parts of what is asked for in a question, calculations of completeness 

must be done. The question is carefully read and divided into parts; each specific in-

struction becomes a part. Questions can have any number of parts, some can have 

20, some can have 2… Parts that were missed by the AI are then counted, for ex-

ample it could have answered 8 of 10 parts, so 80% completeness. Wrong or unan-

swered parts of questions are counted as errors.  

Each exam question is asked twice to test for diversity and evaluate if one was just a 

lucky guess. Questions are also asked in separate chats to avoid confusion by the AI, 

thinking two questions are supposed to be related to each other for example. This is 

Name Description Scale 

Completeness Whether every part of the question is answered. 0 to 100 in % 

Correct Whether the answer is correct and >50% complete. Yes or no 

Diversity 
Whether it can generate diverse answers for the same 

question. 
Yes or no 

Confidence The confidence score ChatGPT gives itself. 1 to 10 

Errors How many errors were made. 0 to ∞ in errors 

Extraneity How many unnecessary lines of code were written. 0 to ∞ in lines 

Speed 
The response time from the moment the question is 

asked, and the code for the answer is fully written (not 
counting the generated AI explanation). 

0 to ∞ in seconds 

Length 
The length of the code part of the answer in words 

without counting comments. 
0 to ∞ in words 
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to make the experiment as neutral and impartial as possible. Diversity is considered 

when the generated code differs in structure or method used. Syntax or naming dif-

ferences are not considered diversity.  

Before asking questions, they were first carefully translated to English by me to 

make sure the AI understands as well as possible. Sometimes very small wording ad-

justments are also done. For example, a line is added asking the AI to answer the 

question in the specific programming language that is expected for the course the 

exam is from. 

ChatGPT sometimes writes comments in its code (usually very well-written), but 

they were removed for this experiment to make answers shorter to fit better in this 

paper. The length variable also does not count comments. 

To calculate the confidence level of the AI, this question is posed afterwards: 

“Give me your confidence level for your answer on a scale from 1 to 10, where 1 is 

low and 10 is high.” 

Which course name, course code, exam date, and coding language are also docu-

mented for each Exam Questions (EQ). The Answer to the Question (AQ) is also 

presented. 

3.1 Ethical considerations 

This thesis has the consent from the University of Gävle regarding the use of their 

programming courses’ exams from previous years for experimentation. 

The social impact of this research experiment is taken into consideration providing 

positive and negative points regarding the use of ChatGPT in programming and aca-

demia. 

The use of AI chatbots in academia is still a contentious subject. Concerns about AI 

misuse and plagiarism need to be addressed and answers about whether or not AI 

tools resonate with ethical standards set by academia need to be found.   

Using AI chatbots also carries the possibility of data privacy issues and biases. For 

this reason, sensitive or important information should not be sent to an AI chatbot 

unless its inner workings and training model is known and trusted by the user. 

3.2 Sustainability Considerations 

It is important to note that, unfortunately, AI chatbots like ChatGPT are not com-

pletely friendly towards the environment. They do leave their own footprint on the 

planet due to the large amount of computational resources they use [25]. 
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On a more positive note, this research could help achieve a few UN global goals for 

sustainability [26]. These specific goals are: 

Goal 4 - Quality Education: If ChatGPT is deemed to be a good student, it could 

then be used as a virtual assistant who could improve the learning experience of 

other computer engineering students regardless of their location or socioeconomic 

status. Students could request its help when they are confused or stuck on a prob-

lem. This saves time and frustration to both students and teachers in terms of not 

needing to get in contact with each other as often. 

Goal 9 - Industry, Innovation, and Infrastructure: This thesis could help in deeming 

ChatGPT a good helper for software engineers in the development of solutions for 

infrastructure and industry like smart cities, energy-efficient buildings, and sustaina-

ble systems. 

More goals could be argued to be positively affected by this thesis experiment, but 

in a way that may be too indirect and far-reaching to be stated here. 

Sustainable research will also be accomplished by having the thesis be open science 

so that access to it is not restricted. This way further related studies can be done 

more easily. 
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4 Results 

In this chapter, the first part gives an example of how each question was analyzed. 

The rest of the questions and their analysis can be found in Appendix A. The second 

part shows summarized data from the whole experiment. The last part shows the 

statistical analysis of the data.  

4.1 Result Example (EQ1) 

The process for gathering data for a question is shown below in this section. First, 

the question itself is shown with its number (EQ1), then the programming language 

and the course it’s from is documented. After that, the answer from ChatGPT (code 

only without the comments) is shown. Next, a table of the gathered data is displayed 

and sometimes with a comment under that gives extra information or explanation to 

the table’s values. 

Here is the “Exam Question 1” (EQ1): 

In an e-mail application, you must be able to handle data about messages. A central element 

in such a system could be a class Message. An object of the Message class could then be used to 

store a message number, date, sender's e-mail address, subject and contents. A message must 

also be able to be marked as 'read'. The message number is an integer. The date, sender's e-

mail address, subject and content are text data. Write a class Message in Java: 

When an object of the class is created, the number, the date, the sender's e-mail address, the 

subject and the content are assigned. None of the values can be changed afterwards. New mes-

sages have not been read yet. 

There must be methods to get hold of the values. To be able to update the status of the message, 

there must be a method to mark the message as read. Choose appropriate data types. 

Coding language: Java. 

Course: Introductory programming in Java, DV017A from 2022-02-18. 

Here is the code generated by ChatGPT as its “Answer to Question 1” (AQ1): 

import java.time.LocalDate; 

 

public class Message { 

    private final int messageNumber; 

    private final LocalDate date; 

    private final String senderEmailAddress; 

    private final String subject; 

    private final String content; 
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    private boolean isRead; 

 

    public Message(int messageNumber, LocalDate date, String 

senderEmailAddress, String subject, String content) { 

        this.messageNumber = messageNumber; 

        this.date = date; 

        this.senderEmailAddress = senderEmailAddress; 

        this.subject = subject; 

        this.content = content; 

        this.isRead = false; 

    } 

    public int getMessageNumber() { 

        return messageNumber; 

    } 

    public LocalDate getDate() { 

        return date; 

    } 

    public String getSenderEmailAddress() { 

        return senderEmailAddress; 

    } 

    public String getSubject() { 

        return subject; 

    } 

    public String getContent() { 

        return content; 

    } 

    public boolean isRead() { 

        return isRead; 

    } 

    public void markAsRead() { 

        isRead = true; 

    } 

} 

 

In Table 2 below the data gathered from EQ1 is shown. 

Table 2 Gathered data for EQ1. 

Variable Value Try 1 Value Try 2 
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Comment: The same code was created on both tries, but it first used a Date variable 

and a LocalDate in the second try. 

The results and comments for the other exam questions are found in Appendix A. 

The whole compiled dataset is found in Appendix B. 

4.2 Summarized Statistics 

Table 3 below summarizes some statistics related to the answers to exam questions. 

The variables are described in Table 1 from chapter 3. 

Table 3 Summarized statistics. 

 

Table 4 below shows the tested courses and how many questions were taken from 

each one. 

Table 4 Number of questions in each course. 

Completeness (%) 100 100 

Correct Yes Yes 

Diversity No No 

Confidence (1 to 10) 9 9 

Error (errors) 0 0 

Extraneity (lines) 0 0 

Speed (seconds) 26.58 19.22 

Length (words) 111 111 

Statistic Value 

Number of exam questions 23 

Number of answers 46 

Number of correct answers 43 

Number of diversly answered questions 13 

Highest completion level (%) 100 

Lowest completion level (%) 50 

Longest answer length 181 

Shortest answer length 7 

Most extraneity 14 

Least extraneity 0 

Highest confidence level 10 

Lowest confidence level 8 

Most number of errors 3 

Least number of errors 0 

Highest answering speed (sec) 2.08 

Lowest answering speed (sec) 31.83 

Course Questions 

Introductory programming in Java 13 

Algorithms and data structures 5 

Software engineering 5 
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4.3 Statistical Analysis 

The completion levels of answers (Graph 1) and number of correct answers (Graph 

2) can be seen in the pie charts below. Again, correct answers are ones that are at 

least more than 50% complete. All incorrect answers (3/46) were from the soft-

ware engineering course. 

 

Graph 1 Pie chart showing the completion levels of answers. 

 

Graph 2 Pie chart showing the percentage of correct answers. 
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Graph 3 below shows the percentage of diversly answered questions. Here, the 

complexity of the question could have affected diversity. Also, if asked, it usually 

could write different code, but this was not measured in this experiment, it was 

only an observation.  

 

Graph 3 Pie chart showing the percentage of diverse answers. 

Another observation was the comments generated by ChatGPT; these were not 

measured but they were sometimes present (around a third of the time) in answers. 

When present, ChatGPT would go all in and comment on almost every line of code.  

Correlations between variables were found and a more significant one would be be-

tween length and extraneity which was a moderately strong positive linear relation-

ship (r = 0.558). This can be seen in Graph 4 below. Longer answers had a higher 

chance of containing extraneous code. 
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Graph 4 Correlation between length and extraneity 

There was also an expected correlation (Graph 5) between length and speed of r = 

0.672 which was even more significant. 

 

Graph 5 Correlation between length and speed 

A third relationship (between speed and extraneity) was also calculated and found to 

be a relatively weak positive linear one (r = 0.362) so ChatGPT’s answering speed 

had relatively no effect on the amount of unnecessary code written. 
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A T-test was done to determine if there was a relationship between the categorical 

variable “diversity” and the extraneity variable, to check if diverse answers had by 

chance more extraneous code or not. Interesting results were found, and the 

method used is described in Picture 1 below. 

 

Picture 1 T-test of extraneity vs diversity 

The results show that within the 95% confidence interval, there is a statistically sig-

nificant difference of -3.69 between the two groups. This means that, on average, 

non-diverse answers are expected to have a lower amount of extraneous code than 

the diverse answers group by 3.69 lines. 
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The low p-value of 0.002 suggests that there is strong evidence to reject the null hy-

pothesis (which was that there was no difference in population mean between the 

two groups; 𝐻0: 𝜇1 − 𝜇2 = 0) in favor of the alternative one. 
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5 Discussion 

After my research and experiments, I can say that ChatGPT is definitely a good soft-

ware engineering student since it was able to answer 93% of the tested coding exam 

questions right. Compared to existing research on the taking of exams in other sub-

jects, my results are very similar, meaning it can achieve a very good grade in pro-

gramming subjects. 

I was originally going to also test the GPT-4 version of ChatGPT and do a compari-

son with GPT-3.5, but after seeing the success of GPT-3.5, I could not find a reason 

to also test the other version, since in theory it should only be better, but slower. In 

any case, the level of correctly answered questions would not have been much dif-

ferent at all. 

In terms of failures, I found that the main issue with ChatGPT answering program-

ming exam questions is that it often writes too much. It sometimes wants to deal 

with error handling even if nothing in the question asks for any of that. Also, if a 

question asks to create a method, ChatGPT very often creates a whole program to 

test that method even if that wasn’t asked for. It even writes the required imports, 

which in an exam, I doubt would be needed. It seems like it thinks the questions 

asked are more meant to be answered for a professional or educational purpose 

where a programmer would want a real working code that follows some standards, 

and which would come with ways to quickly test it. So extraneity, in the context of 

exam questions, is an indicator that the code was written by an AI. Extra lines of 

code that a student would probably not think are necessary at all to answer the ques-

tion and get full points. It was also interesting to find out that extraneity happened 

more often when the AI tried to produce diverse answers.  

Another aspect to note is that ChatGPT usually answers questions the same way (or 

almost) over and over again unless asked to do it differently. I didn’t go in dept ana-

lyzing this, but I did notice it. The best example of this was in EQ17, where the AI 

answered the question using a bubble sort algorithm every time (probably 15 times 

in a row) until I asked it to use something else and then it did without a problem. At 

first, I thought, maybe the AI only knew bubble sort, but that wasn’t the case. 

Looking at the confidence level given by the AI made me think it was quite subjec-

tive. In certain tries it sometimes answers in a worst way than in other tries, but still 

gave itself a higher confidence level. In the end, it seems like ChatGPT was always 

very confident (from 8 to 10 out of 10 rating). 

Similarly, the time it takes to answer a question can also vary seemingly without a 

reason. OpenAI’s servers might sometimes get more traffic, which makes 

ChatGPT’s response time longer even when answering the same exact question. 
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The method used to gather data and analyze it was, in my opinion, adequate. The 

main aspect to test was whether or not ChatGPT could answer programming ques-

tions correctly and this goal was achieved. A second goal, which was to learn some-

thing about the AI’s habits and behaviors was also achieved. Although qualitative 

methods could also have been used, like grouping questions by complexity. 

After learning about ChatGPT’s habits, I think that it would also be possible to de-

tect the works of an AI in an exam. If ChatGPT only and by itself would write a 

whole exam, there would be many signs that an AI was involved. There would be a 

lot of extra unnecessary information (comments) or code and even repetitions in its 

explanations or text. Also, if the AI were to write the same exam several times, 

there would be similarities between answers. Most answers would probably be very 

similar, but the extra information (comments, unnecessary code) might be different.  

On the other hand, I do think that ChatGPT can be a good helper in the learning 

process of a student. It can help them understand something quickly if they are con-

fused on a problem and searching online doesn’t work. The explanations that 

ChatGPT provides are also very helpful. It does have a potential for giving false in-

formation, but in terms of programming, this seems to not happen often. 

In the grand scheme of things, ChatGPT and its capabilities are definitely useful for 

the future development of society. Right now, ChatGPT is still in research preview, 

but despite this it is still able to demonstrate its usefulness. I think that in the future, 

after being polished, it could replace traditional search engines by giving trustwor-

thy information more quickly and easily than by searching ourselves online or in li-

braries. Many versions will probably also be used in the future, as this has already 

started being the case, where a person can choose to search for general, academic, 

artistic, or entertainment purposes. 
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6 Conclusion 

In conclusion, the answer to the first research question (RQ1) is that ChatGPT was 

found to definitely be a good software engineering student. It can answer program-

ming questions easily since 93% of the tested questions were correctly answered. 

No coding syntax errors were found and the speed at which the AI was answering 

was very fast. 

To answer research question 2 (RQ2), something that could betray ChatGPT in a 

blind test and thus indicating that an exam was answered completely by an AI would 

be the number of extraneous lines of code and comments that would be present. 

This chatbot usually writes too much code that would clearly not be needed in an 

answer and that wasn’t asked for. For example, it usually writes needed imports and 

writes a whole program when only a method was needed. Comments are also a 

sign, because in an exam, they should be very rare and short if present at all. Com-

ments could have been counted or shown in this experiment, but that will have to 

be done in future studies. 

Also, another behavior of ChatGPT is that it usually writes the same answer (or al-

most) over and over again unless asked to answer differently.  

In future studies, different AI chatbots could be tested and compared as there are 

now many of them available and built using different Large Language Models. Some 

are proprietary and some open source. Programming subjects using different lan-

guages like Python and C++ could also be analyzed. 

It would also be interesting to test if an AI chatbot can do complete exams from dif-

ferent subjects including their multiple-choice questions and text-based questions.
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Appendix A – Exam Questions and Gathered Data 

-------------------------------------- EQ1 -------------------------------------- 

In an e-mail application, you must be able to handle data about messages. A central element 

in such a system could be a class Message. An object of the Message class could then be used to 

store a message number, date, sender's e-mail address, subject and contents. A message must 

also be able to be marked as 'read'. The message number is an integer. The date, sender's e-

mail address, subject and content are text data. Write a class Message in Java: 

When an object of the class is created, the number, the date, the sender's e-mail address, the 

subject and the content are assigned. None of the values can be changed afterwards. New mes-

sages have not been read yet. 

There must be methods to get hold of the values. To be able to update the status of the message, 

there must be a method to mark the message as read. Choose appropriate data types. 

Coding language: Java. 

Course: Introductory programming in Java, DV017A from 2022-02-18. 

AQ1: 

See chapter 4.1 for this answer. 

Table 1 Gathered data for EQ1. 

 

-------------------------------------- EQ2 --------------------------------------  

In an application that is to be used at a housing company, one needs to be able to handle in-

formation about apartments. An apartment must be represented by an instance of the Apart-

ment class. An instance of the Apartment class should be able to be used to store an apartment 

ID, an address, a rent, and the name of the current tenant. The name of the current tenant, 

the address and the ID number are text strings; the rent is specified with a decimal number. 

Write the Apartment class in Java. When an object of the class is created, the values to apart-

ment ID, address, the name of the current tenant and the rent must be assigned. The address 

Variable Value Try 1 Value Try 2 

Completeness (%) 100 100 

Correct Yes Yes 

Diversity No No 

Confidence (1 to 10) 9 9 

Error (errors) 0 0 

Extraneity (lines) 0 0 

Speed (seconds) 26.58 19.22 

Length (words) 111 111 
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and ID number may not be changed afterwards. There must be methods to get a hold of the 

values for the name of the current tenant, the address, the apartment ID, and the rent. The 

tenant's name must be able to be changed. In order to be able to update the rent, there must be 

a method that adds an amount in the form of a decimal value to the current rent. 

Coding language: Java. 

Course: Introductory programming in Java, DV017A from 2022-08-25. 

AQ2: 

public class Apartment { 

    private final String apartmentID; 

    private final String address; 

    private String currentTenant; 

    private double rent; 

 

    public Apartment(String apartmentID, String address, 

String currentTenant, double rent) { 

        this.apartmentID = apartmentID; 

        this.address = address; 

        this.currentTenant = currentTenant; 

        this.rent = rent; 

    } 

    public String getApartmentID() { 

        return apartmentID; 

    } 

    public String getAddress() { 

        return address; 

    } 

    public String getCurrentTenant() { 

        return currentTenant; 

    } 

    public void setCurrentTenant(String currentTenant) { 

        this.currentTenant = currentTenant; 

    } 

    public double getRent() { 

        return rent; 

    } 
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    public void updateRent(double amount) { 

        rent += amount; 

    } 

} 

Table 2 Gathered data for EQ2. 

 

In the second try, two errors were made since the apartment ID and the address 

were not made as final. This means that 2 out of 20 (10%) demanded parts of the 

question weren’t done. The rest of the code was still correct. Strange that the AI’s 

confidence level was higher on the second try (10) even if the first try was better in 

reality. 

-------------------------------------- EQ3 -------------------------------------- 

In a program you need to handle the integer values: 99, 97, 102, 101, 98, 97, 98 and 101 

together as a unit, like as a composite value. Write code in Java that solves the task, in other 

words that creates a suitable storage space and saves the values in it. You don't need to write 

an entire program - a code fragment is enough. 

Coding language: Java. 

Course: Introductory programming in Java, DV017A from 2022-08-25. 

AQ3: 

import java.util.ArrayList; 

import java.util.List; 

 

public class CompositeValueExample { 

    public static void main(String[] args) { 

        List<Integer> compositeValue = new ArrayList<>(); 

        compositeValue.add(99); 

        compositeValue.add(97); 

Variable Value Try 1 Value Try 2 

Completeness (%) 100 90 

Correct Yes Yes 

Diversity No No 

Confidence (1 to 10) 9 10 

Error (errors) 0 2 

Extraneity (lines) 0 0 

Speed (seconds) 9.67 12.46 

Length (words) 88 86 
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        compositeValue.add(102); 

        compositeValue.add(101); 

        compositeValue.add(98); 

        compositeValue.add(97); 

        compositeValue.add(98); 

        compositeValue.add(101);  

        System.out.println(compositeValue); 

    } 

} 

 

Second try: 

int[] values = {99, 97, 102, 101, 98, 97, 98, 101}; 

Table 3 Gathered data for EQ3. 

 

-------------------------------------- EQ4 -------------------------------------- 

In an application that is to be used to manage information about employees, you must be able 

to manage personal data. A central element of such a system could be a Person class. Objects of 

the Person class could be used to store a person's name, address, ID number, and age in years. 

The name, address, and ID number are text strings; the age is specified with an integer. Write 

the Person class in Java. 

When an object of the class is created, values to name, address, ID number, and age are as-

signed. None of the values may be changed afterwards, with the exception of age. There must 

be methods to obtain values for name, address, ID number and age. In order to update the age, 

there must be a method that adds 1 to the current age. 

Coding language: Java. 

Course: Introductory programming in Java, DV017A from 2023-02-17. 

AQ4: 

Variable Value Try 1 Value Try 2 

Completeness (%) 100 100 

Correct Yes Yes 

Diversity Yes Yes 

Confidence (1 to 10) 10 10 

Error (errors) 0 0 

Extraneity (lines) 7 0 

Speed (seconds) 11.86 5.17 

Length (words) 30 11 
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public class Person { 

    private final String name; 

    private final String address; 

    private final String idNumber; 

    private int age; 

 

    public Person(String name, String address, String id-

Number, int age) { 

        this.name = name; 

        this.address = address; 

        this.idNumber = idNumber; 

        this.age = age; 

    } 

    public String getName() { 

        return name; 

    } 

    public String getAddress() { 

        return address; 

    } 

    public String getIdNumber() { 

        return idNumber; 

    } 

    public int getAge() { 

        return age; 

    } 

    public void incrementAge() { 

        age++; 

    } 

} 

 

Table 4 Gathered data for EQ4. 

Variable Value Try 1 Value Try 2 

Completeness (%) 100 85 

Correct Yes Yes 

Diversity No No 

Confidence (1 to 10) 10 9 

Error (errors) 0 3 
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In the second try, three errors were made since the name, the ID and the address 

were not made as final. It means that 3 out of 20 (15%) parts were wrong. 

-------------------------------------- EQ5 --------------------------------------

Suppose you have the following class that describes a Heap that can store integers: 

public class Heap { 

    private int[] heap; 

    private int size; 

    private int maxSize; 

 

    public Heap(int maxSize) { 

        heap = new int[maxSize]; 

        this.maxSize = maxSize; 

    } 

    private int parent(int currentIndex) { 

        return (currentIndex - 1) / 2; 

    } 

    private void swap(int parentIndex, int childIndex) { 

        int tmp = heap[parentIndex]; 

        heap[parentIndex] = heap[childIndex]; 

        heap[childIndex] = tmp; 

    } 

    private void reHeapUp(int currentIndex) { 

    } 

} 

Write a recursive implementation of the reHeapUp method. Hint: Don't forget the base case. 

Coding language: Java. 

Course: Algorithms and data structures, DVG329 from 2023-02-25. 

AQ5: 

private void reHeapUp(int currentIndex) { 

    if (currentIndex == 0) { 

        return; 

Extraneity (lines) 0 0 

Speed (seconds) 9.25 9.43 

Length (words) 77 74 
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    } 

    int parentIndex = parent(currentIndex);  

    if (heap[currentIndex] > heap[parentIndex]) { 

        swap(parentIndex, currentIndex); 

        reHeapUp(parentIndex); 

    } 

} 

Table 5 Gathered data for EQ5. 

 

The AI kept answering with the same exact code, but with different comments. 

-------------------------------------- EQ6 --------------------------------------  

In this task, you must implement the class MyArrayQueue using a static array. You must use 

the Java interface MyQueue<MyData> during the implementation. 

public interface MyQueue<MyData> { 

    public boolean empty(); // True if the gender is empty 

    public boolean full(); // True if the queue is full 

    public MyData first(); // Ref. first object in the queue 

    public MyData process(); // Retrieves the first object 

    public void queue(MyData); // Adds items to the queue 

} 

Don't forget to add the appropriate constructors to your class. 

Coding language: Java. 

Course: Algorithms and data structures, DVG329 from 2022-08-23. 

AQ6: 

public class MyArrayQueue<MyData> implements MyQueue<MyData> 

{ 

    private static final int DEFAULT_CAPACITY = 10; 

Variable Value Try 1 Value Try 2 

Completeness (%) 100 100 

Correct Yes Yes 

Diversity No No 

Confidence (1 to 10) 9 9 

Error (errors) 0 0 

Extraneity (lines) 0 0 

Speed (seconds) 9.08 10.22 

Length (words) 26 26 
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    private MyData[] array; 

    private int size; 

    private int front; 

    private int rear; 

 

    public MyArrayQueue() { 

        this(DEFAULT_CAPACITY); 

    } 

    public MyArrayQueue(int capacity) { 

        if (capacity <= 0) { 

            throw new IllegalArgumentException("Capacity 

must be a positive integer"); 

        } 

        array = (MyData[]) new Object[capacity]; 

        size = 0; 

        front = 0; 

        rear = -1; 

    } 

    public boolean empty() { 

        return size == 0; 

    } 

    public boolean full() { 

        return size == array.length; 

    } 

    public MyData first() { 

        if (empty()) { 

            throw new IllegalStateException("Queue is 

empty"); 

        } 

        return array[front]; 

    } 

    public MyData process() { 

        if (empty()) { 

            throw new IllegalStateException("Queue is 

empty"); 

        } 
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        MyData data = array[front]; 

        front = (front + 1) % array.length; 

        size--; 

        return data; 

    } 

    public void queue(MyData data) { 

        if (full()) { 

            throw new IllegalStateException("Queue is 

full"); 

        } 

        rear = (rear + 1) % array.length; 

        array[rear] = data; 

        size++; 

    } 

} 

Table 6 Gathered data for EQ6. 

 

Both tries had extraneity by having checks for if the queue was full or empty before 

queuing or dequeuing elements, but this was not necessary for answering the EQ5. 

There was no mention of validation or checking for errors in the question. It makes 

sense that the AI added those because they would be useful, but in this case, they 

were not necessary. 

The AI coded the exact same way on the second try, but also added @Override an-

notations which are not necessary for overriding an interface; still not a mistake, but 

just unnecessary. It also added an unnecessary line in the process method: ar-

ray[front] = null. 

-------------------------------------- EQ7 --------------------------------------

Write a recursive method (in Java) for summing integers. The method must receive an integer as 

an input parameter and return the sum of all integers from 0 up to the given number. If, for 

Variable Value Try 1 Value Try 2 

Completeness (%) 100 100 

Correct Yes Yes 

Diversity Yes Yes 

Confidence (1 to 10) 9 9 

Error (errors) 0 0 

Extraneity (lines) 12 13 

Speed (seconds) 24.19 31.83 

Length (words) 153 161 
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example, 3 is specified as the input parameter, the method must return 6 (so the sum 

0+1+2+3). 

Coding language: Java. 

Course: Algorithms and data structures, DVG329 from 2023-01-11. 

AQ7: 

public class RecursiveSum { 

    public static int sum(int num) { 

        if (num == 0) { 

            return 0; 

        } else { 

            return num + sum(num - 1); 

        } 

    } 

    public static void main(String[] args) { 

        int number = 3; 

        int sum = sum(number); 

        System.out.println("Sum of integers from 0 to " + 

number + " = " + sum); 

    } 

} 

Table 7 Gathered data for EQ7. 

 

There was extraneity in this question, because ChatGPT misinterpreted the question 

as if it had to create a whole class with a main method that runs the sum method 

with a parameter of 3. The AI thought the example part of the question actually 

needed to be tested. 

-------------------------------------- EQ8 -------------------------------------- 

Variable Value Try 1 Value Try 2 

Completeness (%) 100 100 

Correct Yes Yes 

Diversity No No 

Confidence (1 to 10) 10 10 

Error (errors) 0 0 

Extraneity (lines) 7 7 

Speed (seconds) 16.61 8.44 

Length (words) 59 59 
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Write a method that can be used in a Java program. The method should be named "lower", 

should receive two integer values a and b, compare the values, and return the smaller of the 

two. You don't need to write an entire program - the code for the method itself is enough. 

Coding language: Java. 

Course: Introductory programming in Java, DV017A from 2022-08-25. 

AQ8: 

public static int lower(int a, int b) { 

    return Math.min(a, b); 

} 

 

Second try: 

public static int lower(int a, int b) { 

    if (a < b) { 

        return a; 

    } else { 

        return b; 

    } 

} 

Table 8 Gathered data for EQ8. 

 

-------------------------------------- EQ9 -------------------------------------- 

The following Java code should be used to perform two calculations and print the results or the 

values. The code cannot be compiled because there are several errors in it. Try to find 6 errors - 

rewrite the code correctly. 

Problem 4 { 

  public static void main(String[] args){ 

    int number_1, number_2; 

Variable Value Try 1 Value Try 2 

Completeness (%) 100 100 

Correct Yes Yes 

Diversity Yes Yes 

Confidence (1 to 10) 10 10 

Error (errors) 0 0 

Extraneity (lines) 0 0 

Speed (seconds) 5.31 7.67 

Length (words) 12 22 
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    number = 15; 

    number_2 = 4.0; 

 

    char sum = number_1 + number_2; 

    double 4diff = number_1 - number_2; 

 

    int number_2 = 22; 

    System.out.println(number_2); 

    if (number_1 = 15){ 

      System.out.println(sum) 

    } 

    System.out.println(4diff); 

  } 

} 

 

Coding language: Java. 

Course: Introductory programming in Java, DV017A from 2022-08-25. 

AQ9: 

public class Problem4 { 

    public static void main(String[] args) { 

        int number_1, number_2; 

        number_1 = 15; 

        number_2 = 4; 

 

        int sum = number_1 + number_2; 

        int diff = number_1 - number_2; 

 

        number_2 = 22; 

        System.out.println(number_2); 

         

        if (number_1 == 15) { 

            System.out.println(sum); 

        } 

         

        System.out.println(diff); 
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    } 

} 

Table 9 Gathered data for EQ9. 

 

On the second try, ChatGPT only added comments, but everything else was the 

same. 

-------------------------------------- EQ10 ------------------------------------- 

A recurring concept in Java programming is variables. The decimal number 2.7182818284 

must be able to be handled in Java code with the help of a variable named e. Write code for 

your proposed solution. 

Coding language: Java. 

Course: Introductory programming in Java, DV017A from 2022-08-25. 

AQ10: 

public class Main { 

    public static void main(String[] args) { 

        double e = 2.7182818284; 

        System.out.println("The value of e is: " + e); 

    } 

} 

Table 10 Gathered data for EQ10. 

Variable Value Try 1 Value Try 2 

Completeness (%) 100 100 

Correct Yes Yes 

Diversity No No 

Confidence (1 to 10) 10 10 

Error (errors) 0 0 

Extraneity (lines) 0 0 

Speed (seconds) 4.93 6.18 

Length (words) 45 45 

Variable Value Try 1 Value Try 2 

Completeness (%) 100 100 

Correct Yes Yes 

Diversity No No 

Confidence (1 to 10) 10 10 

Error (errors) 0 0 

Extraneity (lines) 0 0 

Speed (seconds) 4.73 4.40 
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-------------------------------------- EQ11 ------------------------------------- 

Complete the Java code below: 

public ___ sum(___ a, double b, ____ x) 

{ 

double ___ = a + ___ + x; 

return s; 

} 

 

Coding language: Java. 

Course: Introductory programming in Java, DV017A from 2022-02-18. 

AQ11: 

public double sum(double a, double b, double x) { 

    double s = a + b + x; 

    return s; 

} 

Table 11 Gathered data for EQ11. 

 

ChatGPT created a whole program in one of the tries, but I did not count that as di-

versity, since it was only extraneity. The actual answer was the same.  

-------------------------------------- EQ12 ------------------------------------- 

In the code below, several calculations must be performed, and the results printed. The code 

cannot be compiled because it contains syntax errors. Try to find 6 errors. 

int a = 8; 

double a = 9.0; 

Length (words) 24 25 

Variable Value Try 1 Value Try 2 

Completeness (%) 100 100 

Correct Yes Yes 

Diversity No No 

Confidence (1 to 10) 10 10 

Error (errors) 0 0 

Extraneity (lines) 0 6 

Speed (seconds) 2.08 2.18 

Length (words) 20 44 
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int c = 3.0; 

 

double d = b * c; 

double e = a / c; 

 

if (e = 2) 

  c += 5; 

else 

  c += 2 

  e *= 5; 

} 

 

System.out.println (a); 

System.out.println (b); 

System.Out.println (c); 

System.out.println (d); 

System.out.println (e); 

 

Coding language: Java. 

Course: Introductory programming in Java, DV017A from 2022-02-18. 

AQ12: 

public class Main { 

    public static void main(String[] args) { 

        int a = 8; 

        double b = 9.0; 

        int c = 3; 

 

        double d = b * c; 

        double e = a / c; 

 

        if (e == 2) { 

            c += 5; 

        } else { 

            c += 2; 

            e *= 5; 
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        } 

 

        System.out.println(a); 

        System.out.println(b); 

        System.out.println(c); 

        System.out.println(d); 

        System.out.println(e); 

    } 

} 

Table 12 Gathered data for EQ12. 

 

On this question ChatGPT’s confidence level was lower on the second try even if 

the answer was exactly the same. 

-------------------------------------- EQ13 ------------------------------------- 

In a Java program you need to handle integers '2', '0', '2', '2', '0', '2', '1' and '8' together as 

a unit, i.e., in a composite value. Write code that solves the problem, i.e., creates a suitable 

storage space and saves the values in it. You don't need to write a program - a code fragment is 

enough. 

Coding language: Java. 

Course: Introductory programming in Java, DV017A from 2022-02-18. 

AQ13: 

int[] compositeValue = {2, 0, 2, 2, 0, 2, 1, 8}; 

Table 13 Gathered data for EQ13. 

Variable Value Try 1 Value Try 2 

Completeness (%) 100 100 

Correct Yes Yes 

Diversity No No 

Confidence (1 to 10) 10 9 

Error (errors) 0 0 

Extraneity (lines) 0 0 

Speed (seconds) 6.18 4.82 

Length (words) 59 59 

Variable Value Try 1 Value Try 2 

Completeness (%) 100 100 

Correct Yes Yes 

Diversity No No 
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-------------------------------------- EQ14 ------------------------------------- 

When the following Java program is executed, all integers from 1 through 5 should be printed. 

The printout should be: “1 2 3 4 5 Done!” Unfortunately, there are several errors in the code. 

Your task is to find at least 6 errors and correct them. 

public class 4_Problem { 

  public static void main(String[] args) { 

    int start = 0; 

    end = 6; 

 

    for (int j = start, i < end, j++) { 

      System.out.println (j + " ") 

      if (j == end) { 

        System.out.println("End!"); 

    } 

  } 

} 

 

Coding language: Java. 

Course: Introductory programming in Java, DV017A from 2022-06-01. 

AQ14: 

public class Problem4 { 

  public static void main(String[] args) { 

    int start = 1; 

    int end = 6;  

 

    for (int j = start; j < end; j++) { 

      System.out.print(j + " "); 

    } 

 

    System.out.println("Done!"); 

Confidence (1 to 10) 10 10 

Error (errors) 0 0 

Extraneity (lines) 0 0 

Speed (seconds) 2.08 2.35 

Length (words) 11 11 
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  } 

} 

 

Second try: 

public class Problem4 { 

  public static void main(String[] args) { 

    int start = 1; 

    int end = 6; 

 

    for (int j = start; j < end; j++) { 

      System.out.print(j + " "); 

      if (j == end - 1) { 

        System.out.println("Done!"); 

      } 

    } 

  } 

} 

Table 14 Gathered data for EQ14. 

 

-------------------------------------- EQ15 ------------------------------------- 

Write a method in Java code that can be used to multiply three given decimal numbers. The 

method should receive three decimal number values, multiply the values with each other and 

return the result. Note: You do not need to write a class or a program 'around' the method - 

the method itself is enough. 

Coding language: Java. 

Course: Introductory programming in Java, DV017A from 2022-06-01. 

AQ15: 

Variable Value Try 1 Value Try 2 

Completeness (%) 100 100 

Correct Yes Yes 

Diversity Yes Yes 

Confidence (1 to 10) 10 10 

Error (errors) 0 0 

Extraneity (lines) 0 0 

Speed (seconds) 6.34 6.46 

Length (words) 36 44 
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public static double multiplyThreeDecimals(double num1, dou-

ble num2, double num3) { 

    return num1 * num2 * num3; 

} 

 

Second try: 

public static double multiplyThreeDecimals(double num1, dou-

ble num2, double num3) { 

    double result = num1 * num2 * num3; 

    return result; 

} 

Table 15 Gathered data for EQ15. 

 

-------------------------------------- EQ16 ------------------------------------- 

In a Java application used to display two-dimensional objects, you must be able to handle geo-

metric data. Important elements in such a system are circle objects, and to be able to represent 

circle objects there must be a class Circle2D in the program. The Circle2D class must be able to 

store two coordinates - x, y - that denote the position of the center of the circle. In addition, it 

must be able to store the radius of the circle. The coordinates and the radius are decimal num-

bers. 

Write the Circle2D class: 

– When an instance of the class is created, the values of x, y and r must be assigned. 

– In addition to the coordinates and the radius, a circle must have an ID number. The ID must 

be an integer and must not be changed afterwards, i.e., it must be specified when a Circle2D 

instance is created. 

- There must be methods to get hold of the ID and the coordinates and the radius value. 

Variable Value Try 1 Value Try 2 

Completeness (%) 100 100 

Correct Yes Yes 

Diversity Yes Yes 

Confidence (1 to 10) 10 10 

Error (errors) 0 0 

Extraneity (lines) 0 0 

Speed (seconds) 2.85 4.12 

Length (words) 17 21 
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Add a method to the Circle2D class that returns the distance (as a double value) between the 

positions of two circles. Use the following method definition: 

public double distance(Circle2D c) { 

// ... 

} 

 

Coding language: Java. 

Course: Introductory programming in Java, DV017A from 2022-06-01. 

AQ16: 

public class Circle2D { 

    private int id; 

    private double x; 

    private double y; 

    private double radius; 

 

    public Circle2D(int id, double x, double y, double ra-

dius) { 

        this.id = id; 

        this.x = x; 

        this.y = y; 

        this.radius = radius; 

    } 

 

    public int getId() { 

        return id; 

    } 

 

    public double getX() { 

        return x; 

    } 

 

    public double getY() { 

        return y; 

    } 
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    public double getRadius() { 

        return radius; 

    } 

 

    public double distance(Circle2D c) { 

        double dx = this.x - c.x; 

        double dy = this.y - c.y; 

        return Math.sqrt(dx * dx + dy * dy); 

    } 

 

    public static void main(String[] args) { 

        Circle2D circle1 = new Circle2D(1, 0, 0, 5); 

        Circle2D circle2 = new Circle2D(2, 3, 4, 3); 

 

        System.out.println("Circle 1 ID: " + cir-

cle1.getId()); 

        System.out.println("Circle 1 Coordinates: (" + cir-

cle1.getX() + ", " + circle1.getY() + ")"); 

        System.out.println("Circle 1 Radius: " + cir-

cle1.getRadius()); 

 

        System.out.println("Circle 2 ID: " + cir-

cle2.getId()); 

        System.out.println("Circle 2 Coordinates: (" + cir-

cle2.getX() + ", " + circle2.getY() + ")"); 

        System.out.println("Circle 2 Radius: " + cir-

cle2.getRadius()); 

 

        double distance = circle1.distance(circle2); 

        System.out.println("Distance between Circle 1 and 

Circle 2: " + distance); 

    } 

} 

 

Second try: 
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import java.awt.geom.Point2D; 

 

public class Circle2D { 

    private int id; 

    private Point2D.Double center; 

    private double radius; 

 

    public Circle2D(int id, double x, double y, double ra-

dius) { 

        this.id = id; 

        this.center = new Point2D.Double(x, y); 

        this.radius = radius; 

    } 

 

    public int getId() { 

        return id; 

    } 

 

    public double getX() { 

        return center.getX(); 

    } 

 

    public double getY() { 

        return center.getY(); 

    } 

 

    public double getRadius() { 

        return radius; 

    } 

 

    public double distance(Circle2D c) { 

        double dx = c.getX() - this.getX(); 

        double dy = c.getY() - this.getY(); 

        return Math.sqrt(dx * dx + dy * dy); 

    } 
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    public static void main(String[] args) { 

        Circle2D circle1 = new Circle2D(1, 0, 0, 5.0); 

        Circle2D circle2 = new Circle2D(2, 3, 4, 3.0); 

 

        System.out.println("Distance between circles: " + 

circle1.distance(circle2)); 

    } 

} 

Table 16 Gathered data for EQ16. 

 

-------------------------------------- EQ17 ------------------------------------- 

Write Java code to sort an array of integers using any sorting algorithm. 

Coding language: Java. 

Course: Algorithms and data structures, DVG329 from 2023-02-25. 

AQ17: 

public class BubbleSort { 

    public static void main(String[] args) { 

        int[] array = {5, 9, 9, 1, 5, 6}; 

         

        System.out.println("Original Array:"); 

        printArray(array); 

         

        bubbleSort(array); 

         

        System.out.println("\nSorted Array:"); 

        printArray(array); 

    } 

Variable Value Try 1 Value Try 2 

Completeness (%) 100 100 

Correct Yes Yes 

Diversity Yes Yes 

Confidence (1 to 10) 9 9 

Error (errors) 0 0 

Extraneity (lines) 12 5 

Speed (seconds) 8.65 6.71 

Length (words) 181 121 
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    public static void bubbleSort(int[] array) { 

        int n = array.length; 

        boolean swapped; 

         

        for (int i = 0; i < n - 1; i++) { 

            swapped = false; 

             

            for (int j = 0; j < n - i - 1; j++) { 

                if (array[j] > array[j + 1]) { 

                    int temp = array[j]; 

                    array[j] = array[j + 1]; 

                    array[j + 1] = temp; 

                    swapped = true; 

                } 

            } 

             

            if (!swapped) { 

                break; 

            } 

        } 

    } 

     

    public static void printArray(int[] array) { 

        for (int num : array) { 

            System.out.print(num + " "); 

        } 

        System.out.println(); 

    } 

} 

 

Second try: 

public class BubbleSort { 

    public static void main(String[] args) { 

        int[] array = {64, 34, 25, 12, 22, 11, 90}; 

        bubbleSort(array); 
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        System.out.println("Sorted array:"); 

        for (int num : array) { 

            System.out.print(num + " "); 

        } 

    } 

 

    public static void bubbleSort(int[] arr) { 

        int n = arr.length; 

        for (int i = 0; i < n - 1; i++) { 

            for (int j = 0; j < n - i - 1; j++) { 

                if (arr[j] > arr[j + 1]) { 

                    // Swap arr[j] and arr[j+1] 

                    int temp = arr[j]; 

                    arr[j] = arr[j + 1]; 

                    arr[j + 1] = temp; 

                } 

            } 

        } 

    } 

} 

Table 17 Gathered data for EQ17. 

 

There was some diversity in the code, but ChatGPT only used bubble sort every 

time unless specifically asked to use something else. 

-------------------------------------- EQ18 ------------------------------------- 

Rewrite the following code so that it does not use a for/while loop or forEach function. Any 

version of Java from 8 onwards may be used. 

Variable Value Try 1 Value Try 2 

Completeness (%) 100 100 

Correct Yes Yes 

Diversity Yes Yes 

Confidence (1 to 10) 10 10 

Error (errors) 0 0 

Extraneity (lines) 14 8 

Speed (seconds) 7.76 6.39 

Length (words) 121 102 
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public List<String> getShortNames(List<String> nameList, int 

maxLength) { 

  List<String> newNameList = new ArrayList<>(); 

  for (int i = 0; i < nameList.size(); i++) { 

    String name = nameList.get(i); 

    if (name.length() <= maxLength) { 

      newNameList.add(name.toUpperCase()); 

    } 

  } 

  return newNameList; 

} 

 

Coding language: Java. 

Course: Software engineering, DVG320 from 2023-05-29. 

AQ18: 

public List<String> getShortNames(List<String> nameList, int 

maxLength) { 

    List<String> newNameList = nameList.stream() 

            .filter(name -> name.length() <= maxLength) 

            .map(String::toUpperCase) 

            .collect(Collectors.toList()); 

    return newNameList; 

} 

Table 18 Gathered data for EQ18. 

 

Variable Value Try 1 Value Try 2 

Completeness (%) 100 100 

Correct Yes Yes 

Diversity Yes Yes 

Confidence (1 to 10) 10 9 

Error (errors) 0 0 

Extraneity (lines) 0 0 

Speed (seconds) 3.80 4.23 

Length (words) 21 21 
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On the second try, it wrote everything in the return part of the method instead of 

creating a newNameList. It also wrote the imports needed for the code for some 

reason. 

-------------------------------------- EQ19 ------------------------------------- 

Write functional code (using the streams API) that takes a list of strings, filters out all elements 

shorter than two characters, sorts the elements alphabetically, and returns a list of the first 

character of each remaining string. 

Coding language: Java. 

Course: Software engineering, DVG320 from 2022-06-03. 

AQ19: 

import java.util.List; 

import java.util.stream.Collectors; 

 

public class StringProcessing { 

    public static List<Character> pro-

cessStrings(List<String> input) { 

        return input.stream() 

                .filter(s -> s.length() >= 2) 

                .sorted() 

                .map(s -> s.charAt(0)) 

                .collect(Collectors.toList()); 

    } 

 

    public static void main(String[] args) { 

        List<String> inputStrings = List.of("apple", "ba-

nana", "cat", "g", "elephant", "frog", "t"); 

        List<Character> result = processStrings(in-

putStrings); 

         

        System.out.println(result); 

    } 

} 

 

Second try: 
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import java.util.List; 

import java.util.stream.Collectors; 

 

public class StringStreamExample { 

    public static void main(String[] args) { 

        List<String> inputList = List.of("apple", "banana", 

"cat", "d", "elephant", "f"); 

 

        List<Character> result = inputList.stream() 

                .filter(s -> s.length() >= 2) 

                .sorted() 

                .map(s -> s.charAt(0)) 

                .collect(Collectors.toList()); 

 

        System.out.println(result); 

    } 

} 

Table 19 Gathered data for EQ19. 

 

On the second try it did not create a function that takes a string, so it wasn’t return-

ing anything either hence 2 parts out of 4 from the question were done. The student 

would still have gotten points for this question, but I can’t say it was more than 50% 

complete. It did process a list of strings and made a list of single sorted characters 

though. 

-------------------------------------- EQ20 ------------------------------------- 

Rewrite the following Java code so that the apply() method returns identical results as before, 

without using if-for or while statements or the stream-based forEach() method. For full points, 

the method must be implemented as a single statement (just one semicolon). 

Variable Value Try 1 Value Try 2 

Completeness (%) 100 50 

Correct Yes No 

Diversity Yes Yes 

Confidence (1 to 10) 9 9 

Error (errors) 0 2 

Extraneity (lines) 9 8 

Speed (seconds) 9.15 7.37 

Length (words) 50 40 
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package tenta; 

import java.util.List; 

import java.util.function.Function; 

public class SumEvenBelow20Calculator implements Func-

tion<List<Integer>, Integer>  

{ 

  @Override 

  public Integer apply(List<Integer> input) { 

    Integer result = 0; 

    for (Integer value : input) { 

      if (value % 2 == 0 && value < 20) { 

        result += value; 

      } 

    } 

    return result; 

  } 

} 

 

Coding language: Java. 

Course: Software engineering, DVG320 from 2022-10-07. 

AQ20: 

package tenta; 

import java.util.List; 

import java.util.function.Function; 

 

public class SumEvenBelow20Calculator implements Func-

tion<List<Integer>, Integer>  

{ 

  @Override 

  public Integer apply(List<Integer> input) { 

    return input.stream().filter(value -> (value & 1) == 0 

&& value < 20).mapToInt(Integer::intValue).sum(); 

  } 

} 
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Second try: 

package tenta; 

import java.util.List; 

import java.util.function.Function; 

 

public class SumEvenBelow20Calculator implements Func-

tion<List<Integer>, Integer> { 

  @Override 

  public Integer apply(List<Integer> input) { 

    Integer result = input.stream().mapToInt(Inte-

ger::intValue).filter(value -> value % 2 == 0 && value < 

20).sum(); 

    return result; 

  } 

} 

Table 20 Gathered data for EQ20. 

 

On the second try, I gave 5/6 points (80% complete) because it did not implement 

the method as a single statement (one semicolon). 

In a third attempt, it even used “.reduce(0, Integer::sum);” instead of .sum and 

.mapToInt, but still with more than one semicolon. 

-------------------------------------- EQ21 ------------------------------------- 

Write functional code (using the streams API) that takes a list of strings where the first part of 

each element is of interest. Extracts only the first 3 characters, sorts the elements alphabetically 

and returns a comma-separated string with the result. 

Coding language: Java. 

Course: Software engineering, DVG320 from 2022-08-25. 

Variable Value Try 1 Value Try 2 

Completeness (%) 100 80 

Correct Yes Yes 

Diversity Yes Yes 

Confidence (1 to 10) 10 8 

Error (errors) 0 1 

Extraneity (lines) 0 1 

Speed (seconds) 2.90 3.71 

Length (words) 33 37 
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AQ21: 

import java.util.Arrays; 

import java.util.List; 

import java.util.stream.Collectors; 

 

public class StringListProcessor { 

    public static void main(String[] args) { 

        List<String> inputList = Arrays.asList("ap-

ple_fruit", "banana_fruit", "cherry_fruit", "date_fruit"); 

         

        String result = processList(inputList); 

        System.out.println(result); // Output: 

app,ban,che,dat 

    } 

     

    public static String processList(List<String> inputList) 

{ 

        return inputList.stream() 

            .map(s -> s.substring(0, Math.min(3, 

s.length()))) 

            .sorted() 

            .collect(Collectors.joining(",")); 

    } 

} 

Table 21 Gathered data for EQ21. 

 

The same problem as EQ19 happened on this similar question. 

-------------------------------------- EQ22 ------------------------------------- 

Variable Value Try 1 Value Try 2 

Completeness (%) 100 50 

Correct Yes No 

Diversity Yes Yes 

Confidence (1 to 10) 9 9 

Error (errors) 0 2 

Extraneity (lines) 10 9 

Speed (seconds) 7.16 5.78 

Length (words) 49 51 
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Give an example of a lambda expression that implements the interface below. 

public interface ArrayConverter { 

  List<T> apply(T... input); 

} 

 

Coding language: Java. 

Course: Software engineering, DVG320 from 2023-05-29. 

AQ22: 

ArrayConverter converter = (T... input) -> Arrays.asList(in-

put); 

 

Second try: 

import java.util.List; 

import java.util.Arrays; 

 

public class Main { 

    public static void main(String[] args) { 

        ArrayConverter converter = (input) -> Ar-

rays.asList(input); 

 

        List<Integer> result = converter.apply(1, 2, 3, 4); 

        System.out.println(result); 

    } 

} 

Table 22 Gathered data for EQ22. 

 

Variable Value Try 1 Value Try 2 

Completeness (%) 100 50 

Correct Yes No 

Diversity Yes Yes 

Confidence (1 to 10) 9 9 

Error (errors) 0 1 

Extraneity (lines) 0 8 

Speed (seconds) 5.46 3.96 

Length (words) 7 30 
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In the second try, it didn’t implement using variable arguments (varargs). I gave it a 

50% completeness since it gave an example of a lambda expression but didn’t imple-

ment what was asked for. 

-------------------------------------- EQ23 ------------------------------------- 

Write code that implements the abstract data type List from the code below as a linked list. 

public interface List<Data> { 

public boolean isEmpty (); 

public void clear (); 

public int size (); 

public void insertFirst (Data data); 

/** 

* Peek at the last element in the list, without removing it. 

* @return the last element in the list. 

*/ 

public Data getLast (); 

} 

 

Coding language: Java. 

Course: Algorithms and data structures, DVG329 from 2022-02-26. 

AQ23: 

class Node<Data> { 

    Data data; 

    Node<Data> next; 

 

    public Node(Data data) { 

        this.data = data; 

        this.next = null; 

    } 

} 

 

public class LinkedList<Data> implements List<Data> { 

    private Node<Data> head; 

    private int size; 
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    public LinkedList() { 

        head = null; 

        size = 0; 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public boolean isEmpty() { 

        return size == 0; 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public void clear() { 

        head = null; 

        size = 0; 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public int size() { 

        return size; 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public void insertFirst(Data data) { 

        Node<Data> newNode = new Node<>(data); 

        newNode.next = head; 

        head = newNode; 

        size++; 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public Data getLast() { 

        if (isEmpty()) { 

            throw new IllegalStateException("List empty"); 

        } 

 

        Node<Data> current = head; 
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        while (current.next != null) { 

            current = current.next; 

        } 

        return current.data; 

    } 

} 

Table 23 Gathered data for EQ23. 

 

Extra lines of code caused by the exception handling which wasn’t asked for in the 

question. There was diversity, but the second try was just that the Node class was 

inside the LinkedList class. 

Variable Value Try 1 Value Try 2 

Completeness (%) 100 100 

Correct Yes Yes 

Diversity Yes Yes 

Confidence (1 to 10) 9 9 

Error (errors) 0 0 

Extraneity (lines) 3 3 

Speed (seconds) 13.72 9.20 

Length (words) 120 123 
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Table 1 Gathered data. 

Appendix B – Dataset 

 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 

Completeness Correct Diversity Confidence Error Extraneity Speed Length Course Try EQ 

1 100 Yes No 9 0 0 26,58 111 Intro Java 1 1 

2 100 Yes No 9 0 0 19,22 111 Intro Java 2 1 

3 100 Yes No 9 0 0 9,67 88 Intro Java 1 2 

4 90 Yes No 10 2 0 12,46 86 Intro Java 2 2 

5 100 Yes Yes 10 0 7 11,86 30 Intro Java 1 3 

6 100 Yes Yes 10 0 0 5,17 11 Intro Java 2 3 

7 100 Yes No 10 0 0 9,25 77 Intro Java 1 4 

8 85 Yes No 9 3 0 9,43 74 Intro Java 2 4 

9 100 Yes No 9 0 0 9,08 26 Algo & Data 1 5 

10 100 Yes No 9 0 0 10,22 26 Algo & Data 2 5 

11 100 Yes Yes 9 0 12 24,19 153 Algo & Data 1 6 

12 100 Yes Yes 9 0 13 31,83 161 Algo & Data 2 6 

13 100 Yes No 10 0 7 16,61 59 Algo & Data 1 7 

14 100 Yes No 10 0 7 8,44 59 Algo & Data 2 7 

15 100 Yes Yes 10 0 0 5,31 12 Intro Java 1 8 

16 100 Yes Yes 10 0 0 7,67 22 Intro Java 2 8 

17 100 Yes No 10 0 0 4,93 45 Intro Java 1 9 

18 100 Yes No 10 0 0 6,18 45 Intro Java 2 9 

19 100 Yes No 10 0 0 4,73 24 Intro Java 1 10 

20 100 Yes No 10 0 0 4,40 25 Intro Java 2 10 

21 100 Yes No 10 0 0 2,08 20 Intro Java 1 11 

22 100 Yes No 10 0 6 2,18 44 Intro Java 2 11 

23 100 Yes No 10 0 0 6,18 59 Intro Java 1 12 

24 100 Yes No 9 0 0 4,82 59 Intro Java 2 12 

25 100 Yes No 10 0 0 2,08 11 Intro Java 1 13 

26 100 Yes No 10 0 0 2,35 11 Intro Java 2 13 

27 100 Yes Yes 10 0 0 6,34 36 Intro Java 1 14 

28 100 Yes Yes 10 0 0 6,46 44 Intro Java 2 14 

29 100 Yes Yes 10 0 0 2,85 17 Intro Java 1 15 

30 100 Yes Yes 10 0 0 4,12 21 Intro Java 2 15 

31 100 Yes Yes 9 0 12 8,65 181 Intro Java 1 16 

32 100 Yes Yes 9 0 5 6,71 121 Intro Java 2 16 

33 100 Yes Yes 10 0 14 7,76 121 Algo & Data 1 17 

34 100 Yes Yes 10 0 8 6,39 102 Algo & Data 2 17 

35 100 Yes Yes 10 0 0 3,80 21 Software Eng 1 18 

36 100 Yes Yes 9 0 0 4,23 21 Software Eng 2 18 
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37 100 Yes Yes 9 0 9 9,15 50 Software Eng 1 19 

38 50 No Yes 9 2 8 7,37 40 Software Eng 2 19 

39 100 Yes Yes 10 0 0 2,90 33 Software Eng 1 20 

40 80 Yes Yes 8 1 1 3,71 37 Software Eng 2 20 

41 100 Yes Yes 9 0 10 7,16 49 Software Eng 1 21 

42 50 No Yes 9 2 9 5,78 51 Software Eng 2 21 

43 100 Yes Yes 9 0 0 5,46 7 Software Eng 1 22 

44 50 No Yes 9 1 8 3,96 30 Software Eng 2 22 

45 100 Yes Yes 9 0 3 13,72 120 Algo & Data 1 23 

46 100 Yes Yes 9 0 3 9,20 123 Algo & Data 2 23 


